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we hope youve enjoyed this blog post. all of the code used to create this
visualization is available on github, and you can find more information about

how we did it here. also be sure to check out our other research blog posts, as
well as our news, @exploit_db and contact pages. we hope youve enjoyed this

blog post. all of the code used to create this visualization is available on
github, and you can find more information about how we did it here. also be
sure to check out our other research blog posts, as well as our @exploit_db
and contact pages. the exploit provided in the previous section has a very

simple flow that is hard to detect or understand, as well as being very easy to
execute. while this exploit relies on the use of the ldap vulnerability to get

code execution, it has been designed with many other things in mind. it uses
html5-based download scripts, which are not available in certain operating
systems (such as ios, etc.), has a very low initial load time (less than one
second), and even has a minimal splash screen, which makes it harder to
detect and block. in addition to this, it uses https to perform the exploit,

which makes it harder to detect and block. the previous version of the exploit
pack, venom 2.1, was considered to be one of the most sophisticated kits

we've ever seen, due to its use of numerous obfuscated scripts and its ability
to execute commands on the victim's computer as long as a java object was
loaded. however, venom 2.0 is the first version of venom that uses the ldap

vulnerability to perform the exploit. this change made it much easier to
detect, and while it still has many of the previous features, it also has a much

simpler, easier to understand, and more customizable attack flow.
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title: cve-2015-1243: out-of-bounds read in the java cryptography
algorithmdescription: it's the third time in as many months that a flaw within

the javacryptography (jca) library has been exploited, this time by the
infamousvendetta group.system administrators can use this list to help

inprioritization of their remediation activities. the qualys vulnerabilityresearch
team compiles this information based on various exploitframeworks, exploit

databases, exploit kits and monitoring of internetactivity. title:
cve-2015-1244: out-of-bounds read in the java cryptography

algorithmdescription: it's the third time in as many months that a flaw within
the javacryptography (jca) library has been exploited, this time by the
infamousvendetta group.system administrators can use this list to help

inprioritization of their remediation activities. the qualys vulnerabilityresearch
team compiles this information based on various exploitframeworks, exploit

databases, exploit kits and monitoring of internetactivity. id:
cve-2015-0347title: adobe flash player out-of-bounds write code execution
vulnerabilityvendor: adobedescription: adobe flash player before 13.0.281

and 14.x through 17.xbefore 17.169 on windows and os x and before
11.2.202.457 on linuxallows attackers to execute arbitrary code or cause a

denial of service(memory corruption) via unspecified vectors, as exploited in
the wildin april 2015, a different vulnerability than

cve-2015-0348,cve-2015-0349, cve-2015-0350, cve-2015-0352,
cve-2015-0353,cve-2015-0354, cve-2015-0355, cve-2015-0357,

cve-2015-3038,cve-2015-3041, and cve-2015-3042.cvss v2 base score: 10.0
(av:n/ac:l/au:n/c:c/i:c/a:c) 5ec8ef588b
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